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With the recording, production, composition and
programming guide that comes with the Essential
Series Chords, you will be ready to start making
music within minutes. The Essential Series Chords
is an ideal reference to use whether you are a
beginner or advanced musician. It will guide you
through the inner workings of all the chords and
keys, the most effective use of these chords and
keys, musical terminology, and some important
tips. You will be able to create melodies, chords,
and song structures for just about any genre of
music. The Essential Series Chords is designed to
help you maximize the sound you make. To
achieve this goal, it explores many different
aspects that are important to musicians, such as:-
The chords, keys, and scales that are the basis for
composing music- How to apply chords and keys
to songs- Musical terminology that a musician
should know- The secret to effective chord
progressions- The main factors that determine the
sound of a chord
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Soul Chords WAV MIDI

Description : Soul Chords Inspired by the sounds
of neo-soul, hip-hop and jazz, as well as artists
such as Tom Misch, Jordan Rakei and Alfa Mist.

This incredibly inspiring soul chord is the perfect
cure for lack of inspiration or for the desperate

problems of songwriters. Each loop with tonality
and pace, so that everything is as clear as

possible, and you just know that these sounds
have an amazing ability to flirt behind grandiose

notes and movements this should be with the true
creators of rhythm. So, if you want to add soul,
style and fresh inspiration to your productions,

then look no further, they are timeless and ask to
be accepted. Looking for free midi files that you

can use in your songs? Thats what this pack is all
about. This midi pack contains over 300 royalty
free midi files that are ready to play right out of
the box. The midi files are mapped to all major
and minor keys, and are programmed for every
major and minor scale.Youll find all the chords

included in all 12 major keys, the minor keys, the
7th and 9th chords, major scales, dominant

scales, chords with a b7, minor scales, major
pentatonic, minor pentatonic, and more. So for a
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very small cost, you can start making full length
tracks, using these free midi files as a reference.
(Synthesizers, Production studios and recording

engineers can also enjoy using these midi files as
a plug-in and internal instrument reference. So, if
you can write songs, you can also make them.)
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